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1. Scope
1.1 ,This practice provides a uniform basis of evaluating, In

a laboratory, the ability of shipping units to withstand the
distribution environment. This is accomplished by subjecting
them to a test plan consisting of a sequence of anticipated
hazard elements encountered in various distribution cycles.
This practice is not intended to supplant material specifications
or existing preshipment test procedures. '

1.2 Consider the use of Practice D7386 for testing of
packages for single parcel shipments.

1.3 The suitability 01"this practice for use with hazardous
materials has not been determinedil

1.4 .The values stated'In inch-pound units are to be regarded
as standard The values given in parentheses are mathematical
conversions to SI units that are provided for information only
and are not considered standard. ..' : I I --..- >

1.5 This standard does not purport to address all of the
safety concerns, if Iany, associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user of this standard to' establish appro-
priate safety and health practices and determineIthe applica-
bility of regulatory limitations prior to use. .,. .

; .'.'.."E ..I . '-' ~II"Ii1"-'I"'2. Referenced Documents
2.] ASTM Standards?" " ‘I' "« 1‘ 1‘11 " I117! 1-93
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3I. Terminology _--

3.1 Definitions—General definitions for the packaging and 2
distribution envrronments are found'in Terminology D996.” 1-.-- ~.

3.2 Definitions of firms Specific to This Standard: . .
3.2.1 acceptance criteria—the acceptable quality level that

must be met after the shipping unit has been subjected to the
test plan. See Section 7. .1 . , ..

3.2.2 assurance level~the level of test intensity based on its
probability of occurring in a typical distribution cycle. .11 b

: =3.3. l YI'OIFtI—trailer on flatcar.
. '3.3.2 COFC—container on fiatcar.

3.3.3 TLf—truckload. .. ..
3.3.4 CL—carload. .. .. .. . .

=3 3.5 LITL—Iless than truckload. “win;- I

4. Significance and Use mm 1.. .. . .. s
4.1 This practice provides a guide for the evaluation of

shipping units in accordance .with a uniform system, using
3.221 Discussion—Levellis ahigh level of test intensrtycv established test methods at levels representative of those

and has a low probability of occurrence. Level III is a low level
of test intensity, but has a correspondingly high probability of,

occurring in actual distribution The recommended test levels
,are based on available information on the shipping and

occurrence. Level II is between these extremes. For Distribu- r .-- handling environment, and current industry/govemment prac~
tion Cycle 18 (DC—l8), see MIL-STD-207I3—l forI definitions .-«.

. sequentially on the same containers in the order giVen. For useof military levels of protection
3.2.3 coefiicienr of restitution-4k ratio of the rebound

velocity to the impact velocity.
3.2.4 distribution cycle (DC)-—-the sequential listing of the

test schedules employed to simulate the hazard elements-
expected to occur for a specific routing of a shipping unit from“
production to consumption. See Table 1.

3.2.5 feeder aircraft—small, potentially non-pressurized air '
craft used to transport express packages. ,.

1'. ': :13 l

3.2.6 hazard element-a specific event that occurs in 1'...“
distribution cycle that may pose a hazard to a shipping unit.
The element will usually be simulated by a single test schedule I
See Section 9. . ., . .-

3.2.7 shipping unit—the smallest complete unit that will be

(ice and experience (1-13).6 The tests should be performed

as a performance test, this practice requires that the shipping
unit tested remain unopened until the sequence of tests are

Tcompleted. If used for other purposes. such as package
development. it may be useful to open and inspect shipping

.f’units at various times throughout the sequence. This may,
however, prohibit evaluating the influence of the container

. closure on container performance.
.. 4.2 For DiStribution Cycle 18, as referred to in hdlL-STD-

'2073-1, the use of this practice is defined in subsequent
sections identified as DC~18.

5. Test Specimen
5.l Test specimens consist of representative samples of

complete shipping units, including actual contents. Products
subjected to the distrrbution environment for example, a-.. _ with blemishes or minor defects may be used if the defective
shipping container and itsI contents.

3.2.7.1 small shipping unit—for DC-18,a small shipping
unit is defined as one having no edge dimension or diametee
over 60 in. (152 m) and a gross weight of 100 lb (45 kg)or
less.

3.2.7.2 large shipping unit—for DC-18 a large shipping
unit is defined as one having at least one edge dimension or
diameter over 60 111. (l 52 m) or Ia gross weight'1n excess of 100.
lb (45 kg). or it is one that has a gross weight exceeding 100 lb
(45 kg) and is secured to a base or to the base of a shipping
unit. . I.._ .

3.2.8 test plan-4a specific listing of the test sequence to be '
followed to simulate the hazards anticipated during the distri-
bution cycle of a shipping unit. Included will be the test
intensity and number of sequential tests to be conducted. See-
8.5

32.9 test schedule—the specific procedure to be used,I.I :1
including the three assurance level intensities, and a reference
to the test method that is the basis of the schedule.

3.2.9.1 Discussion—The purpose of the schedule 1s to simu- ,
late the forces occumng during any hazard element of the

distribution cycle. See Section 9.

3.2.10 total velocity change. (AW—the sum Iof the impact
and rebound velocities.

3.3 Abbreviations:
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component is not to be studied by the test and if the defect is
documented 1n the report Dummy test loads are acceptable if

Itesting the actual product might be hazardous. If a dummy load
-is used, it should be instrumented to determine if the fragility
level of the actual product has been exceeded. Take care to
duplicate the load characteristics of the actual product, and
avoid unnecessary prehandling.

5.2 Care must be taken to ensure that no degradation has
occurred to either the product or the package if the test
packages have been shipped to the test site. If any doubt exists
as to the condition of the package, repackI the product in new
packaging material before testing.‘ = =“ 4 r " ‘v- ‘1’ “A

5.3 The number of test replications depends on the desired .
objectives of the testing and the availability of duplicate
products and shipping containers. Replicate testing is recom-
mended to improve the reliability of the test results

6. Conditioning _. .;
6 1 If the distribution cycle contains climatic conditions that

«have an effect on the performance characteristics of the
product, shipping container, or components such as cushioning,
use one of the following procedures. (It should be noted that
different atmospheric conditions are likely to exist betWeen the

'~-'=.:.~.:-

..‘m l.‘:1;‘-...~‘.’

-.=.~. . .31.
. fThe boldface numbers in parentheses refer to a listIIot‘ references gt the end of
this practice.
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TABLE 1 Distribution Cycles

Performance Test Schedule Sequence
'(see Section 9 tor Test Schedule delinition)I

iI Sixth - fDC Distribution Cycle ' First 4 ‘. Second Third . Fourth Filth Seventh

1 General Cycle—undefined distribution Schedule Schedule D Stacked Schedule F Schedule G Schedule J Schedule A " " ‘4
system , , ' ' Vibration ’ Loose-Load l ' Flali ' Concentrated Handling " '

Handling 3 Vibration; Switching I: I ImpactI . -

2 Specially deiined distribution system, ' I , ' select from Schedules A through i
. user specilied (seeAppendix X2) . §.~ ,. I}. ' . ., -.~ .I 5., ..I« I

a Single package without pallet or skid. ' ’ " Schedule 'Schedule 0 Stacked Schedule F ' Schedule J ScheduleA - i
, . " LTL motor irelght r’ v' .I : i ..I.A - .Vlbration OH . Loose-Load Concentrated Handling—I I
“f II“ . -I , . ,-I_.I. , Handling IScheduleCVehicIe Vibration - IIIimpact . Manual ,
'I ~Manuel Stackingplus ‘_ ,I '._‘, . . . . I"

' ' ' ' ~' ScheduieEVehicIe ‘ -' .-; "'-"" "
I, I, i 'I '.i , I. w .Vibratlon :~ ‘3, .‘ t '

4 Single package with pallet or skid. . Schedule Schedule D Stacked I Schedule F Schedule J~ Schedule A ' .
' ' LTL motorIlreighIt ' '- ' '- ' -'A ' I’ " Vibration OR Loose-Load Concentrated Handling—“i

I " ' '. ' , . Handling Schedule G Vehicle ,Vibralion Impact . Mechanical .
. I. , I—Mechanical Stacking plus ' ' ' ' ‘ ‘ " " ‘

.’ Schedule E Vehicle I i..
‘ . -’-i I’- . . I' ' Vibration ..

5' 3 Molorlrelghnu.neiunliized . seheuule ScheduleDStacked.‘ScheduleE'l ScheduleJ ScheduleA
" I’ ’ ' _' ' _ A' ’ Vibration . .Vehicle Concentrated Handling

..‘ ' 'I' 5" I ' -' -' 5* "Handllng -- -' = "' ' Vibration Impact .
-- -. r"=' ._.. -.-. . . 3-:

6 Motor freight. TL. or ILI'l'L—uniItizIedI Schedule Schedule D Stacked Schedule J Schedule A Schedule B
-. . ‘ u . . - . ' A ' 'lnbratlon OR ' Concentrated Handling 4 Warehouse

Handling Schedule c Vehicle impact - ' ‘ Stacking " "
. Stacking plus
-‘ ' . Schedule E Vehicle ' "

Vibration - =' '-.Ii.- . E

" .i-‘i "i.-
, 7 Rail only, bulk loaded Schedule Schedule D Stacked Schedule G Schedule A . . .

‘ " I ' ' " ‘ .- - A - . \fibration Hail Handling
. . .. '..- . Handling . .. , . Switching. . _I,.,_ ,-.

M a ,‘vRail only,‘unitized ' Schedule Schedule D Stacked ' Schedule G ScheduleA Schedule 8 ‘5 ‘I
. ' . » - - . I - --" A -- - Vibration Rail Handling, -Warehouse '3).

.: , . , - , ; .. I __ Handling . -_ '_ Switching Stacking

' 9 Hail and motor freight. not. unitized ' ' Schedule Schedule G Vehicle Schedule E Schedule 6 Schedule F Schedule J Schedule A
_ = . - .- ' ' .I' - . ',i A -- f ' Stacking _ . . Vehicle Hail Loose-Load Concentrated Handling

.. . - Handling .- Vibration ' ‘SWltchlng ' Vibration ' ' impact * ~ ‘

10 ‘ Rail and motor height. unltlzed " ' - 5 - Schedule Schedule D Stacked Schedule G Schedule J Schedule A Schedule B
. - - " " .I , A - ~- Vibration '- Rail Concentrated " Handling "" Warehouse

, I Handling _ .- -- Switching Impact ‘ Stacking ....."~, -

,11 Hell, TOFC and COFC Schedule Schedule S Hall ' Schedule 0 Schedule F . . Schedule A ‘ ' ".‘3 . ’I“ '
. . . _ .. = _ . A _ Switching -'- - Stacked . Loose-Load "Handling -‘ '- ' . ‘

, 'Handling - - :I-Mbraiion . , Vibration ' . . ;-, II -_ .
. 1., -’ H" : t -. - _ . . _. I

12 Air (intercity) and motor height (local). Schedule Schedule D Stacked Scheduiei Schedule E Schedule J Schedule A
oyertSOlb (68.1 kg). or uniiized A . IVibration . Low .Vehicle. Concentrated . Handling 1

. . ’ ' ‘ Handling ‘ IPressure'f Vibration impactI , I .

ta .. . Air (intercity) and motor ireight (local. Schedule. Schedule 0 Vehicle Schedule F , Schedule i Schedule E Schedule J Schedule A
' single package up to 150 lb (61.8 kg) I _ AHan- Stacking ILcose-Load Lew Pres- ‘ Vehicle w . Concen- ' , Handling

Consider using Practice D7386 :~ . - dllng .. Vibration sure‘ bration trated lm- ‘
tor single parcel carrier shipments.

14 Warehousing (partial cycle to be added to Schedule ‘ Schedule B Ware- , ‘1. . I .' 2" “
.,~_; . other cycles as needed) . , I _ _A Han- a house Stacking ‘ 7'
. , , . diing . .- ‘ ‘ . .1
15 Expon/lmpon shipment lor interrnodal Schedule Schedule 0 Vehicle . Schedule A . . . I1.

. ' , container or roll orVroll oil trailer (partial ‘AHan- Stacking ‘ Handling ‘ . *-
cycle to be added to other cycles as dling - - ‘ . ‘ - ' ‘ . I i - "a. ‘ ‘4‘-

needed) I . . t "

16 Export/Import shipment tor palietized cargo Schedule Schedule C Vehicle Schedule A z . .‘ . . .I I . . . '. i}. i
ship (partial cycle to be added to A Han- Stacking Handling ., , . L:

other cycles as needed) .A ailing
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3-. ' ’. TABLE1 Continued - : ~ - - .f ..

, , ._- . -,, v- . . PenomneeTeslSohedule Sequence . .
(see Section 9 tor Test Schedule definition) . ..

oc ' " Distribution Cycle ' ' " ’ First ‘ Second Third Fourth Finn 'Sixm ' Seventh '

i7 Export/Import shipment tor break bulk' _ .soiaciuie SclmduleCVehicle 52mm ‘ ‘ " I ’ "
cargo shlp (partial cyclotobe addedto z. ..A H , ‘ Handing

other ' ' ' . " f" " lng ‘ '
cycles as needed) -'-- -' ~ , 5- . . -.

Commerclai'GoveMemsn‘mentsm _ h i; ‘ 4 - " - -, “ . .« - . a: .
m ‘ N12" MlL-STD-2073-1 ' ' l'p ' -' - " " Refer to AnnexAt lor'rest Schedules applyingtoDc-ts. .-

‘ This high altitude. non-pressurized transport simulation test may be deleted lrom this distribution cycle when testing shlpping units that contain primary packages that
haveaporous material. ltf. ; r, _ mm " ; -ii-. " .. . - _ . ‘ . ..

r ..
,_. .l." ' .l.

on'gin and destination points of a distribution cycle, 'particu- Criterion l—Product is damage-free. '
larly for export/import cycles.) ' ' " " Criterion 2—Package is intact. _ .

6.1.1 Conduct the test at standard conditions and compen~ Criterion 3—Both criteria 1 and 2. .
sate for the effects of any climatic condition. Condition the Often. this means that the shipping container'and its contents
shipping units to a standard atmosphere of 73.4 1' 2°F (23 1' are suitable for normal sale and use at the completion of the test
1°C) and 50 i 2 :2 relative liturgdity. Cgifgggn gerboard cycle. Detailed acceptance criteria may allow for accepting
containers in acco ance wit ‘ actice e same specified damage to a roduct or its acka e. The form and
atmospheric condition should be used for any assurance level. content of acceptance cgteria may var; widgly, in accordance
A conditioning period of 72 h, or sufiicient time-to reach with the particular situation. Methods may range from simple
equilibrium of all parts of the package and product is recom— pass-fail judgments to highly quantitative scoring or analysis
mended. Tests should be conducted in the conditioned atmo- systems. ' ' ' ' ‘
sphere whenever possible. If not possible, conduct the tests as
soon - after removal from the conditioning atmosphere as 8. Procedure -~ -- ' '. . . . -
practicable. Recondition the shipping units to the standard 8.] Define Shipping Un'i't—Desci-lbe’shipping'unit in “mm
atmosphere as necessary during the test plan. of size wei h - -. . . g t, and form of construction. See 3.2.7. Determine

6.1.2 In some circumstances, it may be necessary to conduct whether the container will be anuall or h . ll -
some or all of the tests at special climatic conditions. such as handled . . m . . y mec anica y
thosegiven in Practice D4332, orTestMethod D951,orothers ° _ -. . ~ 3 . '-i . ‘;' ~ ,
(salt. spray. water immersion. humidity, or temperature). The . 8.2.Establish Assurance level—Specify a level of test
same climatic condition should be used for any assurance level. intensity. The level .ShOUId be one Of three- pie-established
A conditioning period should be provided which will allow assurance 19V?“ Ti“? "“15! hi? PW'CSlabliShcd based on the
sufiicient time to reach equilibrium of all parts of the package gmd‘rt vagueththe desgred lfevel 0f argicipjated gafiageithf can
and roduct. Tests should be conducted in the conditioned e “3 erate 9 chum er 0 units to . 5_ iPP€ . "0W5 ge 0f
atmogphere whenever possible. If not possible, conduct the the shipping env1ronment,or other criteria. Assurance Level II
tests as soon after removal from the conditioning atmosphere is suggested unless conditions dictate otherw1se. Assurance

as practicable. Recondition the shipping units as necessary Levellprovides amore severe test than II. Assurance Level 111
during the test plan: For atmospheres other than the standard provides a less severe test than II. The assurance level may be

varied between schedules (see Sections IO — 15) if such
conditioning atmosphere, the user must determine the approQ . .
priatc compressive load factor for warehouse and vehicle variations are known to occur. The test levels used should be

ased on testing under reported. See Section 18. .stacking. as the factors given in 11.2 are b _
the standard ‘65} atmosphere. 8.3 Determine Acceptance Criteria—Acceptance criteria

, - v " _' " _ _ ' p - g: arerelatedtothe desired condition of the product and package
7. Acceptance Criteria . '. ‘ "L" " _ ' , at the end of the distribution cycle. See Section 7. ‘

7.1 ACCCP‘an‘Ee “mm must be “Mamba prior ‘0 testing 8.4 Select Distribution Cycle—Selects Distribution Cycle
and Should “"5"!” the required condition 0f the. product at from'the available ’standard distribution cycles compiled in
receipt. The organisations conducting the test may choose any Table 1. Use the DC that most closely correlates with the
acceptance criteria suitable for the“ purpose. It ‘8 advisable 1° projected distribution. When the distribution is undefined. the
compare the type and quantity or damage that occurred to the general distribution cycle DC-l should be selected. When the
“St specimens With {he damage that occurs during actual anticipated distribution is Well understood, a special distribu-
distribution and handling or with ten results 0f s'm'la' °°“‘ tion cycle DC-2 may be specified. In" using DC-2, the user
tainers whose Sh'Pn history ‘5 known. ' ’ ' , selects test schedules from Section 9 and specifies: the test

7.2 In many cases.‘ the acceptance criteria can be the sequence (see Appendix X2 for more details). For purposes of
following; ~ -‘ ' ‘- ’ DOS and DC-13, the bottom of a single package is the surface
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on which the package rests in its most stable orientation. The ‘
identified bottom should be utilized for purposes of determin-
ing the starting orientation of each test schedule within the ,
above stated distribution cycles.

8.5 Write Test Plan—Prepare a test plan by using the
sequence presented in Table l for the distribution cycle .-
selected. Obtain the test intensities from the referenced sched-
ules. The test plan intensity details must take into account the
assurance levels selected as well as the physical description of .,
1h sh" '1.'1'bt’ 1h Id‘t 'dt'ldttl

e tpptng um 11 81 us ea 5 o a care es pan limitations of the shock machine method.consisting of the exact sequence in which the shipping unit will
be subjected to the test inputs. The test schedules associated -
with each element reference the existing ASTM test methods
for clarification of the equipment and techniques to be used to
conduct the test.

8.5.1 Sample test plans are provided in Appendix XI.
8.6 Select Samples for Test—See Section 5. -- =‘-: .'

8.7 Condition Samples—See Section‘ 6 “ “"" ' 1 '

8 8 Pelfonn Tests—Perform tests as directed in mference
ASTM standards and1as further modified in the special
instructions for each test schedule. 1.

8.9 Evaluate Results‘-Evaluate results to determine if the
shipping Units meet the acceptance criteria. See Section 7."

8. 10 Document Test Results—Document test results by re-
porting each step. See Section 18.

8 ll Monitor Shipments—When possible, obtain feedback
by monitoring shipments of the container that was tested to
ensure that the type and quantity of damage obtained by the
laboratory testing correlates with the damage that occurs in the
distribution cycle. This information is very useful for the
planning of subsequent tests of similar shipping containers.

9. Hazard Elements and Test Schedules
9.1 Hazard Elements and Test Schedules are categorized as'

follows':“ '
.Hazard Element I in SectionSchedule . Test .

A ‘Handling—manuai and mechanical drop, impact, stablllty' '10 ‘
B Warehouse Stacking -" .1- compression ' 11

1' c I.Vehiclc Stacking ;; . «compression 11 '
.. D . IStacked Vibration . ‘ . vibration . _12 .,. E .‘ Vehicle Vibration” " ‘ ’vibration " 12 -
~‘F -- Loose LoadVrbratlon ' - 'rcpctliivcshook '1‘. "13 ‘

.l G Rail Switching -' _ .1 longitudinalchook 44
H Environmental Hazard cyclic exposure . . 15
l Low Pressure Hazard vacuum ‘ 16
J Concentrated impact . _ ; . impact - ,1. -t7I

10. Schedule lA'—Handling—Manual and Mechanical: 8
. 10.1 There are two types of handling hazard element
manual and mechanical. The manual handling test should be
used for single containers, smaller packages. and any shipping
container that can be handled manually, up to a weight of 200
lb (90.7 kg). Mechanical handling should be used for unitized
loads, large cases and crates, and any shipping container or
system that will be handled by mechanical means. Manual and
mechanical handling are described further'1n 10.2 and 10.3

10.2 Manual Handling—The test levels and the test method
for this schedule of the distribution cycle are intended to
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determine the ability of the shipping unit to withstand the
hazards occurring during manual handlings. such as loading,

.. unloading, stacking, sorting, or palletizing. The main hazards
'from these operations are the impacts caused by dropping or
throwing. Size, weight, and shape of the shipping unit will

"affect the intensity of these hazards. Several test method
'options are permitted, including free fall and simulated drop
test using shock machines. While these test methods produce
similar results, the shock machine method produces more
control of orientations of impact; see.Test Method D5487 for

10.2.1 For long narrow packages .that‘aremrnechanically
sorted, another hazard to be simulated is bridge impact
(10.2.4).

10.2.2 Mechanical handling (10.3) may be used when it is
anticipated that handling will be by mechanical means only.

10.2.3 For the free-fall and shock machine tests. recom.
mended drop heights, the number of drops,.the sequence of
drops, and the shipping unit orientation at _impact are as
follows. .

Test Method D5276, D5487. ..
Conditioning—See Section 6. . I.-,. :,,_

u Drop Holght. In. (mm) Assurance Level
.. I ll .: _..' ill

1:; . '.-. .5..-:.1

‘4 l

...; ..

Shipping weight. it) (kg).
'1 .

r
0 to 20 (010 9.1) . __ ' 24 (610) . 15 (381) 9 (229)
20640191111131):' * ' ... -' - 21 (533) 1' “131330) ' .elaoa)
40106008..“0272) 1: i 1.1 ' .. ;..18(457). '12 (305) 7(178)
60i080(27..210363) ,,-. , ...; .. 15 (381), 10 (254) 6(152)
8010 100 (36 3 to 45.4). 12 (305). .9 (229).‘ 5(127)
100 to 200 (45 4 to 90.7) ' 10(254) ‘7 (178) '4 (102)
Numbcrol .! 1 11K: ...';-" ... .‘1 il.. 1 . ‘5.

Impacts at .1.=.l -. . .:- z ,-
Specified ' ... .. , .

Height Impact Oriantaiion - , . ” " ‘
' -’--‘ firstSetwonco 01 Distribution Cycle - ‘ "-

.. ~',- . ~ ' : Box' ‘- Bag ct Sack CylindncatContaing;
Onc . ItopI . : taco . top .
TWO ' adjacent boltom cdgcc ‘ two sides two sides 90‘ apart
Tina ‘- diagonally opposite?bottom both ends ‘ bottom edges 90' apart

:. woman :-:..- ' . ..
One - bottom ,. '. . opposiic taco, bottom . :2

Numbcrot - ; i- '
Impacts at,. l ’.' - .1., 1..
Specified 1.1:. .l.._.., .. . ,_,

Height ',‘ ' “ Impact Orientation - '
-' -- ' '- 'h‘"? Second scquancc of Distribution Cycict . ~

' .- .. ; ‘ ._Box .839 or Sack Cylindrical Container
One . , vertical edge . , taco. . .. top
'l'iuo ’ adiaccnt sldc tacos ' two sides " 1' two sides 90' apan
‘liuo one top corner and one both ends bottom edges 90' apart

- . ,cdiaccnt top edge . -
Ono see Note 1 see Note 1 _ see Note 1 ‘,

Nora l—On the last impact of the last manual handling sequence in 1
distribution cycle, the impact should be made at twice the specified height
or equivalent velocity change. (This is the final (sixth) drop in mg
sequence, not an additional drop.) The drop should be in the impact
orientation most likely for a drop to occur. usually the largest face or the
bottom. For distribution cycles where any drop orientation is possible (that
is, shipments via carriers that mechanically sort packages). this drop
should be in the most critical or damage—prone orientation, as defined“in
Test Method D5276." ‘

Nora 2—The equivalent velocity change corresponding to the specifid
drop height used for the shock machine method shall be calculated as
specified'in Test Method D5487 .-

10.2.4 Bridge Impact Test: Test Method—D5265. -,
Conditioning—See Section6..
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10.2.4 1 Conduct bridge impacts on long, narrow shipping

units which have a length of at least 36 1n.(915 mm) and each
of the other two dimensions are 20% or less of the longest
dimension. 1

10.242 These tests are required only once in any test
schedule sequence. ‘.

10.3 Mechanical Handling—The test'’1evels and the test
method for this schedule of the distribution 'cycle are intended
to determine the ability of large and heavy shipping units,
single packages with pallet or skid, and unitized loads to
withstand the mechanical handling hazards that océur during
loading, unloading, sorting, or stacking. For large shipping
cases and crates and any .smgle package with pallet or skid,
difl'erent test methods are usedversus unit loads. For various
types of unit loads, test methods also vary, depending on the
method of truck handling: fork, clamp, spade, or pull/pack.

-.10 3.1 Large Shipping Cases and Crate: and Single Pack-
ages with Pallet o'r ‘ISkid—-Perform the following test se-
quences: '~‘ - ' - '4' . A: ".I :11- 1'51
TestMelhod—DI6179; D880, D4003. "“‘
Conditioningf-See Section 6.1,. , ,1

10.3.1.1 Fork Lift TruIck Handling—One‘rotanonal flat drop
from each opposite base edge In accordance with Method C of
Test Methods D6179 and one rotational drop on each of two
diagonally opposite base comers.in accordance with Method B
of Test Methods D6179 , 1-

I Gross WaIghII. Ibtks):'

32‘ 1.11 i.l. :1: 1 "

”010): Height: in. (111111).Ass11raneé Lel‘lIleI
. 7-,»l 5 ‘..'_5» 4- ',_:; -_,i .11

o to 500 (o to 226.e)” ”12 (305) a (229) . a (152).
Over soc (226.8) -. 9 (229)' ‘ a (152): . =“1171117

10.3. 1.2,Crai1e Handling—(Conduct this test only if cranes
are used for handling in the distribution process.) One drop flat
on bottom and one drop on base edge in accordance with
Method D of Test Methods D6179. Use the same drop heights
versus shipping unit weight as in 10.3.1.1 _ I 1 fl

10.3.1.3 Side. Impact Test—Impact all four sides oIfI the
shipping unit in accordance with Test Method D880 Procedure
B. Altemately, use Test Method D4003 Method B using a short
duration programmer, assuming the coeflicient _of restitution is
0.0 and the total velocity change is equivalent to the specified
impact velocity.“ . n : -.- - , -_>

' Assurance Level
‘ , I-

II
III

; i u‘. i'

')!'I,‘

”ii11»

' ' ’ Impact velocity lIt/s(tIn/s) I‘
575(175)1 -

I: 4.0“ .22)\_-. 5...:
3.0(0.91)

10 3.1 4 Tip Test—In accordance with Method F. of Test
Methods D6179. 1

10.3.1.5 Tpover Test—In accordance with Method G ofTest
Methods D6179 if shipping unit fails Tip Test above In..-

10.3.2 Unitized Loads—Perform the following tests se-
quences as appropriate for the method of truck 11111111111131},

Test Method—D880, D4003, D6055, D6179 .
Conditioning—See Section 6. .

10 3 21 All Methods ofTruck Handlmg—P1ck up, transport
around test course, and set down in accordance With Test
Methods D6055, Method A for fork lift, Method B for spade
lift, Method C for clamp. and Method D for pull pack.‘ ' ‘

. "1:11:14.

II

1

‘U»111f.r;ii. "’.."

c.'1
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Assurance Level
. 1' . .

"1 '_ O/clea(l‘lour1d Trips) '- ‘
u "u -l - ~ '21: u : ‘|.lv‘-

Ill 3
(I) For shipments via less«th'an-truckload (LTL), simulate

transfer terminal handling by performing fork lift truck trans-
port 'over a floor hazard described as follows: a modified
nominal 2 by 6 in. board with one edge beveled full height at
45° (see Fig.1) shall be placed on the course in a position
where both lift truck wheels on one side must pass over it
during each handling sequence, and a second modified nominal
2 by 6 1n. board shall be placed on the course after the 90° turn
in such a position that both lift nuck wheels on the oppoSite
side must pass over it during each handling sequenceié
1:10 3.2.2 All Methods of Truck Handling—Impact all Ifour

sides of the shipping unit in accordance with Test Method
0880 Procedure B. Alternately, use Test’ Method D4003,
Method B using a short duration programmer. assuming the
coefficient of restitution is 0.0 and the total velocity change 1s
equivalent to the specified impact velocity.. [... , .. .

Assurance Level Impact Velocity tt/stm/s) ‘- .
I 1. ‘ .. 5.75 (1.75)
II ~. 4.0 (1.22)
III a o (0.91) .

10.3.2.3 Fork Lift Duck Handling—One rotational flat drop
from each oppdsite base edge In accordance with Method C of
Test Methods D6179._ ' 1. 1‘ , 3 ,

Wham-313109 Height, In. (rnIm) Assurance Level
, III

‘5? (152) ,
a (76)

l

' ....1‘ '- . , . ‘.1-‘f'

GIross WIolIght. lb I(kIg)II'
010 500 (0 to 226.8) 12 (305) 9 (229)
Over 500 (226.a) -‘9 (229) 6 (152) " .2:

11. Schedule Bé-Warého'use Stacking and Schedule
C—Vehicle Stacking:

‘5 11.1 The test levels and the test methods for these schedules
of a distribution cycle are intended to determine the ability of
the shipping unit to withstand the compressive loads that occur
during warehouse storage or vehicle transport The required
loading must consider the effects of length of time in storage,
the alignment or stacking pattern of the container, variability 1n
container strength, moisture content. temperature, previous
handling and transportation, method of load support, and
vibration. The minimum required loads for typical shipping
units which include the combined efl’ects of the above factors
are recommended below for Schedule B—Warehouse Stacking
and Schedule C—Vehicle Stacking (select test levels fer either
warehouse or 'vehicle stacking as defined In the distribution
cycle):

:.=.-,... .;S_ . ,
I -' .‘ f.

T’s SI"

F113. 1 Floor Hazard
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Test Method D642. .-
Conditioning—73.4 :1: 2°F (23 1". 1°C), 50:
humidity'1n accordance with Practice D4332. II

2 % relative

11.2 Use the following test levels; ,
1 F Factors Assurance Level

. Schedule . Schedule ,'
‘ . ' B—Warehouse C—Vehlcle ‘

Shipping Unit Construction - l ' . ll ' ill :1 i . ll 7 Ill -
t. Competed, fiberboard, or plastic container 8.0 4.5 . 3.0 10.0 7.0 5.0

that may or may not have stress—bearing 1 ,_ .
' interior packaging using these materials,
and where the product does not support
any of the load. .

2 Corrugated fiberboard, or plastic container 4 5 3.OI 3.0 6.0I 4.5 3 0
that has stress-bearing interior .
packaging with rigid inserts such as I - i - - . .
wood. . . . _

3. Containers constructed 0! materials other 3.0 3.0 1.5 4.0 3.0 2.0
than corrugated. fiberboard, orplastic , - u, . '
that are not temperature or humidity . . I '
sensitive or where the product supports '
the load directly. for example, 1 ' - . ..- - - .

. compression package. . z ' . _. - - 1 -. __,
4.11 the product supports a known portion at . I ., .' .

the load, the Flactoris calculated in the " - ' ‘ ' ‘ I '
lollowing manner: - - . --

F=P(F,)+C(F,)-WI h (1)

where:
F”. =I factor given above for compression package (construc-
' tion Type 3). ‘
P = fraction of load supported by product,
I“, = factor given above for appropriate container

construction, and _
C =' fraction of load supported by container.

If a full pallet load'1s tested F factors may be reduced by
30 %.

..11 3 For warehouse stacking and vehicle stacking made up
of identical shipping units, load the shipping unit to the
computed load value, as calculated below. Remove the load
within 3 s after reaching the specified value. .

1‘ . I".L=Mx1” ;h F . " (2)
where . I" I'
L = computed load, lbf orN,
M ’1' mass of one shipping unit or individual container, lb or

. kg
J :‘—L ,1 glbf/1b or 9.8 lg,
H ', = maximum height of stack 1n storage or transit vehicle (if
' ' vehicle stack height'13 unknown, use 108 1n.(2.7 m)),'1n.

or m,
h = height of shtppmg unit or 1nd1v1dual contamcr, in. or m,

and
F = a factor to account for the combined efl‘ect of the

individual factors described above. ‘ ‘ '

' 11.4 For vehicle stacking made up of mixed commodities
and shipped in an LTL or small package delivery environment,
load the shipping unit to the computed load value, as calculated
below. Remove the load within 3 s after reaching the specified

(value. If the average shipping density'faIctor (Mr) for the
specific distribution system is not known, use a value of 10
111/11 (160 kg/m’).
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lXh H— h 1.- '
II LI==IM,'>I< J——- h XF (3)

Where"'!'1.v -.. 1. . '. 4
L ."7' computed load lbf orN, . 1
M, = shipping density factor, lb/ft3 or kglm3I,I '
J = l lbf/1b or 9.8 N/kg, ‘-
H , =, maximum height of stack in transit vehicle (if vehicle

,I'stack height 1s unknown, use 108 in.(2.7 111)), 1n. or m.
, see Note 3,

h' I = height of shipping unit or individual container, in. or
‘ m,

I" = length of shipping unit or 1nd1v1dual container, in. or

w = width of shityping3unit or individual container, in. or m,
K' = ”281a1 or 1 m33,lm and ' .
F~- . = a factor to account for the combined effect of the

‘ individual factors described above. 5
Nara 3—The value for H, when unknown, is reduced to S4 in. (1.4 m)

from 108 in. (2.7 m) for packages under 30 lb (13.6 kg) and 2.0 1'13 (0.056
m3) or less in size when applied to a vehicle stacking hazard element in
LTLshipments. . . 1., 1 . . ,

12. Schedule D—Stacked Vibration and Schedule
EI—Vehiclc Vibration: ' " ‘ “‘

12.1 The test levels and test methods for these schedules of
the distribution cycle are intended to determine the ability of
shipping units to withstand the vertical vibration environment
during transport, and the dynamic compression forces resulting
from vehicle stacking. The test levels and methods account for
the magnitude, frequency range, duration, and direction of
vibration. Select a Schedule D—Stacked Vibration or Schedule
E—Vehicle Vibration (no stacking) test as 'defined by the
distribution cycle Two test method optiOns are permitted 31111:
and random. The two methods are not equivalent; they will not
necessarily produce the same results. The random test method
results in a better simulation ’of actual transport vibration
environments, and is the preferred method for qualification
The sine test method is often used in conjunction with the
random method as a means of determining and observing
system resonances. ' 1 ~ ' ’

12.2 schedule D—Stacked V'brarron—~Perform the test
along the vertical axis with the load 1n the normal shipping
orientation or with the predetermined bottom orientation (a
specified in DC-3) facing down. It is permissible to use a
concentrated dead load to simulate an upper unit load or mixed
commodities. The concentrated load may be calculated from
the formulas in 11.3 and 11.4. with the F factor set equal to 1.
Recommended intensities and durations for the random tests
are given in 12.4, and those for sine tests are given in 12.5,

12.3 Schedule. E—IVehicle VibrationiePerfonn the test for
each possible shipping orientation. Recommended intensities
and durations for the random tests are given in 12 4, and those
for sine tests are given in II12 5.

.I,‘ a"

12.4 Random Test Option: V . I...“
Test Method D4728, Method A or B.‘ . . '_.
Conditioning—See Section 6. ,
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Special instructions—The following power spectral densities. as defined by their
mode at transport. frequency and amplitude breakpoints. and test durations are
recommended. The Truck test is recommended for Distribution Weiss 1. 3. 4. 5
and 6. The Rail test is recommended for Distribution Cycles 7. 8 and 11. A60
min Truck test loliowed by a 120 min Rail test is recommended tor Distribution ’
Cycles 9 and 10. A60 min Truck test followed by a 120 min Air test is recom:
mended for Distribution Cycles 12 and 13

. a'

Truck: '
: {Power Spectral Density Level. 9’i '1'- ."1 -.

Assurance Level
"1' -

'V . V.’ 1
Assurance ILIevelI Assurance Level

Frequency, Hz"? ‘- 'v "-' 'l- w I ll
1 .1 .' .- -_ g 325,100001 . '; . 0.00005 1_ w5.0000025 '.
4 , 002 ., , 0.01. . . . 0.005.

18 ' " 0.02 ""f " "'0.01 "’0.005 '
40 ' ' 0.002 . ' 0,001:;.,=.r.5w 20.0005 .
so . 10.002 ., ...». 0.001 «. .; ;' 0.0005.

zoo , . 0.00002 , ...0.00001 . _. 0.000005
Overall. 9 ms " 0.73 V '0.52 ' " ' ' "I‘ 0.37 "
Duration, min” 1. 130 . t.. 100 ."1' ' ' =1110 .. .

...... . Rail.
Power Spectral Density 1.9991921”: '

Assurance Level J.’Assuranoe Level .11' . .Assurenoe Level:
Frequencs. . . . , ..v i... ll. . 1" ..-- lll . I

1 , , _ 0.00002. . . 0.00001 .. 0.000005
2' 51' ‘3' " " 0.002 ’ 0.001'"" ”0.0005 ‘I

50 0.002 :-13‘. 0.001- ' " ‘- 0.0005 L'-.I"l-
90 0.0008 0.0004 0.0002 .

200 3.. -‘~ '»» 0.00002 .. ’ 0.000010 0.000005-
Overall.grms '1‘!" ,1 f' 0.41 '2 1 ' 0.29-1'1' 1 0.20 - -1 1
Duration. min? I180 . .’ . I180“ .. .180 _

.. ’ A;,,'.'!.:2-l‘11 -.:- .-.t.; :._
; .;_ .3.- ,.‘ .PowerSpectrelDensltyLevel.g;/Hz '

. Assurance Level, Assurance Level .IIAssuIrance Level;
r uerI1 .IHzII ' “ 11 III

F? c-y- 0.0004,: 200002 7if'--" -| 0.0001
1: 0.02 0.01 0.005

100 0.02 0.01 0.005
300 0.00002 I. . 0.00001 _, 0.000005 ...

Overall grms 1.49m " ~- 1.05 --' "r- 0.14' - - ’
Duration, m1na . 11.80 190 1199______-.__.__I..I
‘ it Method B is 11111111,»... drive signal must be equall tor the speoiiiIo shaker
and shipping unit dynamics per Test Method D4728. Section 0. -.-- ’ -
‘ For vehicle vibration tests in multiple shipping unit orientations. the total duration
should be distributed eIenly behveen the orientations tested. . I

12.4.1: if more detailed information is available on the
transport vibration environment or the damage history of the
shipping unit, it is recommended that the above procedure be
modified to use such information. The average test: time
required to reproduce shipping damage 1s dependent on the
mode of failure, as well as the vibration level. Some over-stress
and abrasion modes of failure will occur in much less than 3 h,
while some fatigue failure modes may require more than 3 h to
occur. Test durations ranging from 30 min to 6 h have been
Used successfully for different product or package types. The
recommended 180-min duration 1s reasonable 10 1tabsence of

'II "1
specific shipping or testtng experience. . . .

12.5 Sine Test Option: .__ . _..,

Test Methods D999, Method B or C .

Conditioning—See Section6. ,. . , 3.. 1 .w 3 5; ;

Special Instructions—Dwell time is for each noted product
or package resonance up to four discrete resonances. If more
than four resonances are noted.- tcst at the four frequencies

Where the greatest response is noted. In frequency sweeps it is

advisable to consider the frequency ranges normally encoun-

‘ i

11.1.3 2-.‘1

tercd in thetype of.transportation being considered. The
resonant frequency(ies) may-shift during test due to changing
characteristics of the container system. It is suggested that the
dwell frequency be varied slightly during the test to detect any
shift and to continue testing at the frequency of maximum
response. Use the followrng test levelsz. ;.. . . :2 .
4 " " ~ ' » ‘» Amplitude . Dwell
,Assurance - . ' 1". (O-Peak).g ‘ Time.

Level Frequency Range.I Hz .... Hall. "1‘. .3 Truck . .. . min
i 3 to 100 ‘ ' 0.25 ' 0.5 ' 15
it ~ . Ste 100 0.25 0.5 10
Ill 3 to 100 0.50.25 ... .I 5 1

13. Schedule F—Loosc Load Vibration: I

13.1 The test levels and the test method for this schedule of
the distribution cycle are intended to determine the ability of
the shipping unit to withstand the repetitive shocks occurring
during transportation of bulk or loose loads. The test levels and
test method account for amplitude, direction. and duration of

' the repetitive shocks. . . . . .I .. . _
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13.2 Use the following test levels . ' ;.. 3.1. .: a
Test Method—D999. Method A1 or A2. . 1 31 ---.-+ 3.
Conditioning—Sec Section 6. ‘ , ~
Special Instructions—Dwell time distributed 50 % along

normal vertical shipping axis or with the predeterntined bottom
orientation (as specified in DC~3 and D013) facing down and
remaining 50% evenly along all other possible. shipping
orientations '-' .1 'v': ... - .' -,

Assurance Level --1 _ ' Dwell True. min
. _l -_ _ 1 . . _ . soiI

11 40, '
' - 111 " -'-- " so

14. Schedule G—Simulated RIail SIwitching: ' < . .
14. l The test levels and test methods for this schedule are

intended to determine the ability of the shipping unit to
withstand the acceleration levels and compressive forces that
might occur during rail switching operations; "

Test Method D4003. Test Method A or Test Method D5277.
‘ ‘ Conditioning—see Section 6.

Special Instructions—Jew impacts shall be performed. For
railcars with standard draft gear. shock durations of 40.. to
ms shall be used, as measured on the floor of the carriage. For
railcars with long-travel draft gear. shock durations of 3001-
50 ms shall be used. Reference Association of American
Railroads. General Information Bulletin No.2.

Note that Test Method D5277 1s used for standard draft gear
only.

Refer to Test Methods D4003 or 135277 for specific instruc-
tions on how to instrument and conduct the test.

14.2 Pmcedure—Jpad shipping unit on carriage against
bulkhead. Use a backload equivalent to a minimum of 3 ft
lineal (0.9 m) of cargo. The package used as backload in
contact with the test package must be identical to the test
package.’

14.3 Test Levels—Allow the carriage to impact a cushioned
barrier in accordance with the following table. Assurance Level
I shall be used for open-top rail car load tests. Assurance Level
11 shall be used for'boxcar load tests for non-hazardous
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materials and for TOFC/COFC load tests for non-hazardous
materials. There is no: Assurance LeVel III for this Test
Schedule. .:.1'- ., '1 "1;.1 ='. » i--'- - .1

14.3.1 If known, container impact surfaces should be the
same as occur in actual shipment If the shipping orientation is
not known, or if more than one orientation is possible, the first
three impacts should be on that test specimen surface which is
deemed to be most sensitive to damage For the fourth impact,
rotate the specimen 180° on the carriage?" : .

Velocity l'
Assurance Impact "3’ ' "1' U

Level Number mph (W3)
1 .,,1 1 “10.5)“...I1.79(:o.22),-.-_.

' 2 66:11.5) 2.68 ($0.22) "
;,,.; - s,. 3 -.,. 3 ,5. 8(305) .1; .3..58(::022)

”44110131919011 . _ “at; 0.5) 3.5a (1.0.22) '31

9.1:" .- - ~ .1. s .127.- . 7' 141:0.511':'.1.7e(:o.22)"-;:
: , , . .3 I. :21 ,, '6(a:0.5) 3.;1'. 2.68(:0.22)u,.1;

. a e(: 0.5) 2.68 ($10.22) ..
4001319181?) ‘ N: 0.5) ' " 2.88 (t 0.22) " '

14.4 Procedure Modification—If more detailed information
is available on backload or shock characteristics it is recom-
mended that the above procedure be modified to use such
information. . . , , '2- -1- I

l ' ' 11 1".‘-'.1 ;-. '.d:_'.
15. Schedule H—Environmental Hazard: : - .- : ..--'1.11

1 15.1 This schedule is intended to previde for the anticipated
and often rapid changes in ambient conditions associated with
the military distribution of material. This schedule determines
the susceptibility of the total pack to the effects of moisture,
temperature shock, or the combined effects of cyclic exposure.
The result of conditioning may involve the observation]
measurement of moisture or water within packs, evidence of
corrosion on packaged items. or compromise of the enclosure's
structural integrity such that physical protection can no longer
be ensured. Testing shall be”1n accordance with Test Method
D951, where spray intensities of 4 + 0.5 in./h _(100 + 10
mm/h) are dried for Assurance Level 1 and 2-+ 0.Sin.Ih (50-+
10 mm/h) for Level II.Water spray temperature is as listed'in

uncontrolled at ambient conditions. » 911-. , .-\. 2-11.11}
“'15.2 Test levels shall be as follows: . »- .5 .-= - -v.--.'-
l-Assuranco Level > Tempereture.’F ('6) =- -Weter Spray Duration,11

. .‘1.’")l,. ,. ._-160:5(7i:2),. '1: ,1 - 1- .16'
55:5(1aa2) " _, ,. X .
-525(—21:2)' ‘ ‘fi"_I'; "
125:5(52:2)=~ --'!r‘11'vx .-

3 55:5(1as2). . =- ..:x .311.=..-'
32351032)
160:5(71:2)

It ' . '.- 5535(13g2)“ » .- .. ,

I 45*5i-54*2) .-.. =1»: :11'-1.»;-1 1.. -' . '1.
160:5(71:2)

t’55:5(1332) : ;_»»'E X .3
.45:5(—5412) . :_. ‘..‘.>-.'Y _

40:5(422) ' ’ ' '
- ~- ~~1eo:5(71:2)!
,. ll . .. 160:5(7122) .

ensued) x
160t5(71:2)

.. 32:5(o:2) _ -f.-'. .. ,.
55:5(1312) X

' The cyclic sequence shall be repeated on th1ee
' consecutive days. At the end oi the three day period. the l

. unit pack belnglosted shallthmeetovemight g;

.-
K;

. 
»
~

6
~

3
3
¢
~

&
3
-¢

3
--

8

.I..’l
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. isossauz) =. 116
. . 1|l.tNotappI1eable’ ‘

15.3- Duration time shall be measured starting the moment at
which temperature setting is changed to next condition. 1

15.4 When specified 1n the contract this test should be
performed as part of the complete distribution cycle for the
smallest complete shipping unit, as part of the contract.

16. Schedule I—Low Pressure (High Altitude) Hazard
144,.4. I;

16 1: This schedule 1s intended to provide for the anticipated
reduction'1n pressure when packaged products are transported
via certain modes of transport, such as feeder aircraft or by
ground over mountain passes. This test shall be conducted in
accordance with levels described'1n Test Method D6653. This
test should be included for products and packages that could be
sensitive to a low pressure environment, for example, sealed
flexible non-porous packages, liquid containers, or porous
packages, that. may. be . packed 'in such a manner as to be
adversely atfected by low pressure environments. This test may
be deleted from DC 12 and 13 when shipping units contain
primary packages that have a porous material (porous packag-
ing material is defined in Terminology F1327).

16.2 Test the packages to the expected altitude levels
encountered during shipment. If these are not known precisely,
use levels recommended by Test Method D6653 of pressure
equivalent to 4267 m (14 000 ft.) for a period of 60 min. The
test duration and pressure levels may be modified based on
knowledge of the shipping environmentproduct value, desired
damage level acceptances, or other criteria as described in Test
Method 126653. if; {3’ "

l7. schedule J—Concentrated Impact
17.1 This schedule provides a simulation of anticipated low

level concentrated impacts as received by packages during
sorting operations and in transit. The test is only applicable to
lightweight singlewall corrugated shipping containers (under
275 Burst or 44 ECT) and plastic film wrapped packages and
unitized loads. .Test the appropriate packages or unit loads
according to Test Method D6344. < mi u 1 11 . 1
'17.2 The impact energy for this test shall be 4.0 ft-lbf
(5.4J)'as imposed by the cylindrical mass fIallingIa vertical

drop distance of 32'in; (0.8 03);... ""“ ' " ”I’: "

18. Report
l'8l Report fully all the steps taken At a minimum, the

report should include. ' . II “I:‘-1- ,I 1..,
18.1.1 Reference to this practice, ., . 7 . ‘ '
18 1 2 Description of product and shipping unit. including

orientation of the product within the shipping unit, .
18.1.3 Distribution cycle (DC) and test 'plan. . 1 17 ’
18.1.4 Assurance levels and rationale, -“i"~ ‘ 1"
18. 1.5 Number of samples tested, {:1

118 1.6 Conditioning used, -1 i"---' - ~~ '1
c.1817 Acceptance criteria,'1' {$1111 111.. . .. . 1.

18.1.8 V1bration Option used, random or sine, :1 112: = .,:
. 18.1.9 Random vibration power spectral density Iplot, if
“86d,- -.~ - ‘43 :1 :: aw“ $131)
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18.1.10 Pressure levels and duration for high altitude

exposure, if used -'
18.1.11 Type of lift truck handling tests used, if any,"
18.1.12 Variation from recommended procedures, and;
18.1.13 Condition of specimens after tests '
18.2 Government Shipmentsj—ln addition to 18.1.2.-

18.1.13,the complete report includes: WT
18.2.1 Party, other than contractor. perfonning testing. ‘ '
18.2.2 Testing facility used other than contractor’s. .. . . .
18.2.3 Government representative witnessing testing, and
18 2 4 When environmental hazard is performed for other

than smallest complete shipping unit (see 15 .4) 7. ,

l9. Precision and 7Bias '77‘

19.1 The precision and bias of this practrce are dependent
on those of the various test methods _used,.an7d7 cannot be
expressly deterinined. _ ._’171'1;;71:7 .-'1

20. Keywords .53. ’. 5,." 1' ,' i... ,, -j

20.1 compression test;dist1ibuti0n cycle; distribution envi-
ronment; drop teat; mechanical handling; package: packaging;
random vibration; shipping container, shipping unit; vacuum;
vibration ' ‘

ANNEK

(Mandatory Information)

'.Al DISTRIBUTION CYCLE DC-18 FOR NON-COMMERCIAL GOVERNMENT SHIPMENTS I7’E7R M1L7-STD-2073-1

Al.l Performance 7'_1_‘es7t Schedule Sequence“: 76”.!“ .77, 77
Handling (At .2) 7 _7

- ‘-'-Warehouse orVehicie Staciung (A1.3)Nr 1 :-. .:
..iz Handling (A12) .. . .1 ,5 ,7 ,.._ -

77. Low Pressure Hazard (A1 4) - .
' Environmental Hazard (A1.5)":7

1 Loose Load Vibration (A1 6)
Vehicle Vibration (At .7) i ,_ ‘. :7. --

.l-7Ia7171d7ling (A12) '77 , ‘7 _
--i‘- '1' ‘17:..' '- = .. 3' .1.-

O
V

O
M

A
G

M
-n

.1’1") '11:? -.

A1.2 Handling—Manpal and Mechanical 1 -: .1 » z . .1 «.

A1.2.1 Manual Handling—This tost schedule applies to
small shipping units. Description of this schedule 1s in accor-
dance with 10.2.3, except that the height of the last impact of
the last manual handling sequence is the same as all other
impacts. Use the first sequence impact orientations for the third
handling schedule. Test small shipping units using the follow-

..... . li'l.

-.... Drop Height. in (mm) Assurance Levei_
Shipping Weight. lb11(9):. . , 7 ll

‘.71-

01030(0t013.6) 1.. ~, " 30(762) 5" 24(610)‘
overaoto 75 (overtu to 34) . 24 (610) ' '11 r. 18(457)
over 75to 150 (ove134 to 68) 7“, 178 7(457) ..7“ . 15 (381)

nAl .2.2 Mechanical Handling: . ,1,1' -
A1..2 2.1 For large: shipping units, this schedule'is intended

to provide a number of testing variations describing specific
mechanical handling hazards that occur in. government distri-
bution for shipping cases, crates, unitized loads, and cylindrical
containers. Required tests for rectangular shipping units in-
clude: tip/tipover; forklift truck transport; rotational drops.
both edgewise and comer-wise; and lateral impacts. For Assur-
ance Level 1, shipping cases and crates and unitized loads shall
also be subjected to sling handling. For cylindrical shipping
units, only rotational edgewise drop tests shall apply. Table
A1. 1 shall be used as a guide in determining both the requiredingtestlevels: 2- :-.: .'.'--':'=‘.~.:‘ -1- “iii-1 13“".

7. .77 77 “7 777 _. 77‘ 717 1 -'2 ‘1 ' :115. I. ,i " n: l ' - ' ‘i
-' .v 1‘ ¥ ' "1': 17.10 12' .-i rut? 1; ‘. i"? .7

TABLE A1.1 Mechanical Handling for 00-18. Required Tests and Sequence. 1 . . - 1.‘ 1w: -. -.
Large . uAssurano. Tip” «v =T1povar" Fofldilt Rotational Lateral ~~ Sling 1'”Shipping Level‘ ii Transport. 2. Drops..-- . .- Impact“. -' “andlln9”Unit $3 9 ‘ CW .. ' 'I -mime”: ;- 2;" J's-11.! x .: -? x 2cm“ x' -. X ' .x. 1GCrates , ii X ' icycle X . X ~45 . ' 1 a";. . : -..i :» :..~..’ 92-91 1: - “ l " " ‘ - " 'UnittzedLoads 7 7,717 , :7! ' 2cyeles x x .;.._‘.....’x

. i .1 ... 1; 7.11;; p - ode x""--1 X ‘ “1'5

Cylinddcaltt'v. .1 '11::1- '1“ '.':-.- .‘ '"" X ' ' h 5‘ Ill - . . x" . . .

‘ As relerenced in 3.2.2. Assurance Levels | and ll equate to military levels of protection A and B, respectively.
‘Test 1° be pertormed only during the first handling sequence oi 00-18;
of“, to be pertonned only duflng the second handling sequence of 0048.
111-351 to be pertormed only duringthe third handling sequence at 00-18. "

'11. '1 __-_.7-7 11_
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tests and the sequence to be followed.

Al.2.2.2 Specific tests required: .
(1) Shipping Cases, Crates, ‘ and Unitized Loads—l

Tipover—Shipping cases and crates shall be subjected to both
tip and tipover tests for Assurance Level 1. following the
requirements of Test Method D6179. Methods F and G. For
unitized loads. only the tip test will be required. The tip test
shall be perfomed for Assurance Level II for all rectangular
shipping units. Tip/tipover requirements shall only be required
during the first handling sequence of DC-18. The tip test is
useful for determining acceptable shipping unit dimension and
center of gravity. For tipover, one impact is required on each of
two opposite sides, as determined by the initial side having the
lowest height—to-width ratio.

(2) Shipping Cases, Crates, and Unitized Loads—Fork Lift
Truck Transport—~Pick up. transport around test course as
defined in Test Methods D6055, Method A, for a total of two
cycles (round trips) in the case of Assurance Level I. and one
cycle for Assurance Level 11. Within the minimum 100 ft (30.5
m) obstacle zone, parallel pairs of l by 6 in. (25 by 150 mm)
boards. of a length to extend completely across the aisle and
spaced 54in. (1.37 m) apart. are laid flat at intervals of 30. 60,
and 90 ft (9.1. 18.3. and 27.4 111). Board angles to the truck’s
path shall be 90, 60. and 75 degrees respectively, with the left
wheel striking first over the second obstacle (board pairs) and _
the right wheel first over the third

, (3) Shipping Cases, Crates. Unitized Loads and Cylindri-
cal Containers—Rotational Drops—For edge drops. use
Method A of Test Methods D6179 with a' 6 in. (150 mm) height
timber edge support. In the case of rectangular shipping units,
drops are made on each opposite edge of the unit’s base, for a
total of four impacts. For cylindrical shipping units. drops shall
be made with the unit on its side, such that impacts occur on
top and bottom rims at diagonally opposite quadrants. Care
must be taken to prevent the container from rolling on the
support. Additional impacts shall be made in the same manner
in different quadrants separated by an approximate 90°. for a
total of four drops. For comer drops. use Method B of Test
Methods D6179. except that one comer of the shipping unit
base shall be supported on a 6 in. (150 mm) height block while
the other corner on the same end or side rests on a 12 in. (300
mm) height block. Each comer will be impacted, for a total of
four drops. Both edgewise and comerwise drops shall be
performed on large rectangular shipping units. For all rota-
tional drops. test with the lowest drop height indicated by
either gross weight or maximum dimension. using the follow-
ing test levels . ~

Gross Weight. lb (kg) or Maximum Drop Height. In. (mm) Assurance Level
Dlmenslon. In (mm) ‘ ll

over 100 to 250 (45 to 113) or 30 (762) 24 (610)
over 60 to 66 (1524 to 1676) '
over 250 to 500 (to 227) or 24 (610) 1B (457)
over 66 to 78 (to 1981) -
over 500 to 1000 (to 454) or 18 (467) ‘ 12 (305)
over 78 to 90 (to 2286)
over 1000 (over 454) or 12 (305) ' o (229)
over so (2286) ,.

Note-For smaller dimension containers, where it is not
possible to reach the desired drop hei ht on corner or edge
drops. raise the comer or edge untiltte container is at its
balance point and then release the container to fall on the

. . intended comer or edge. . .
(4) Shipping Cases. Crates. and Unitized Loads—lateral

Impacts—Note that this test is to be performed only during the
second handling sequence of Distribution Cycle 18. Testing
shall be in accordance with Test Method D880. Procedure 13.
Alternatively. testing may be in accordance with Test Method
D4003. Method B, using a short duration programmer. assum.
ing the coefficient of restitution is 0.0 and the total velocity
change'rs equivalent to the specified impact velocity. Selection
of apparatus, as defined within these test methods, shall also be
at the option of the package designer/contractor. As a require-
ment for Assurance Level I. the impact velocity shall be 7.3
ftls(2.23 m/s). One lateral impact shall be performed on each
side (including ends) surface having a dimension less than 9.5
ft (2.9 111). A4 by 4 in. (100 by 100 mm) timber. placed so as
to contact the lower edge of the shipping unit. shall be used as
an impacting hazard when evaluating unitized loads and
demountable shipping cases

(5) Shipping Cases, Crates. and Unitized Loads—Sling
Handling—Test shipping cases, crates, and unitized loads for
sling handling. in accordance with Method F of Test Methods

, D6055. only for Assurance Level 1. Note that this test is
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performed only during the third handling sequence.

A1.3 Warehouse or Vehicle Stacking—Refer to Section 1!.
.- Schedule B—Warehouse Stacking and Schedule C—r-Vehicle

Stacking.

111.4 Low Pressure (High 11111111115) Hazard:
A1.4.l This schedule is intended to provide” for the antici-

pated reduction in pressure when packaged products are
transported via certain modes of transport, such as by aircraft
or by ground over mountain passes This test should be
included for products and packages that could be sensitive to a
low pressure environment. for example. sealed flexible “On-
porous packages. liquid containers. or porous packages that
may be packed 1n such a manner as to be adversely affected by
low pressure environments.‘ .

A1..4 2 For pressurized aircraft transport, test the packages
to pressures recommended in Test Method D6653. For non—
pressurized aircraft transport, use 4572 'km (l5 000 ft) as
expected altitude (corresponding pressure in a standard atmo-
sphere: 57.2 kPa or 8.3 psia) and maintain for a period of 60
min.

A15 Environmental Hazard:

Al ..5 1 Refer to Section 16,’ Schedule H—Environmental
Hazard.

Al.6 Loose Load Vibration:

Al.6.l The test levels and the test method for this schedule
of the distribution cycle are intended to determine the ability of
the shipping unit to withstand the repetitive shocks occurring
during transportation of bulk or loose loads. The test levels and
test method account for amplitude. direction. and duration of
the repetitive shocks. .

Al ..6 2 Use the following test method and levels: ‘
Test Method D999, Method Al or A2. '
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Conditioning—See Section 6 p «’1 ‘ :- -- .
Special Instruction—Dwell time shall be distributed as'fol-
lows:

(I) For Assurance Levels I and ll, the dwell time shall be
2 hours on the base for unitized loads and shipping containers
with skid bases, and 1 hour in each of three mutually
perpendicular axes for all other shipping containers which may
be transported in any orientation. , .

(2) For Assurance Level ill, dwell time shall be 15 minutes
on the shipping container base plus 7.5 minutes on each of two
adjacent sides.

Al.7 Vehicle Vibration .,
A1.7. 1 The test method and levels for this schedule are

intended to determine the ability of shipping units to withstand
random vibration during transport. -
Test Method—Refer to MIL-STD-810F.
Conditioning -—See Section 6.

Al ..7 2 Conduct a random vibration test for a total of 9 h
using the PSD (power spectral densities) shown below. For the
vertical vibration. conduct the test for 3 h on a vertical motion

-'=1-1 1.1-1 ~.~-4..

vibration machine. For transverse and longitudinal vibration,
conduct the test on a horizontal motion vibration machine for
3hineach axis. - -:=1-,,- . ‘ .

- Longitudinal :i-=- :Venleel . .» Transverse' -
Frequency. . P80. ,. Frequency. PSD. Frequency. P50.
Hz rm ‘ Hz “ 13”“ Hz

.10 - . .. 0.01500 _10 -.f 1 1.000013. .10 , 0.00650,
40 ' 0.01500 1 20” - .,=0.;i00065 20 .,- 0.00650 ..
500 0.00015 30 "" ' ' 0.00065 120 " 0.00020 '
' .‘ 1.049mte 78 0.00002 '1 121 0.00300

' ' I. ' 70 0.00019 ' ' 200 0.00300
_, 120 -0."00019 '.240 ‘- 0.00150 -

.'_ 500 0.00001 . 340. 0.00003 .
.0204a8 1 500 000015

' 0740911113 ‘

.Al.7.3 For the vertical motion test. mount test specimen to
the vibration machine surface'in a manner dynamically repre~
sentative of the life cycle event simulated. For the transverse
and longitudinal motion tests, fasten the test specimen to' the
vibration machine surface by the use of two or more straps over
the specimen at right angle to the vibratorymotion, tightened
down to the machine surface to prevent movement. I-bolts'with
ratcheting straps are suggested restraining devices. ' 5 'f

' APPENDIXES ..
(Nonmandatory Information)

X1. EXAMPLE TEST PLANS.

Xl.1 The following examples will serve to illustrate the use
of this practice:

Xl.2 Example A—Test a packaged commercial product.
The moderate value and volume of shipment are typical of
other products in the shipper 3 line. No damage is acceptable
and the package must be'in good condition after the test. The
fiberboard packaged product weighs 160 lb (73 kg). 18 48 in.
(1.2 m) long, 20 in. (0.5 m) wide. 24 in. (0.6 m) high. and
stacked 2 high on pallets for storage and truckload shipment.
The corrugated fiberboard container is 275 psi (1900 kPa) burst
grade material. The customer stores palletized loads 2 high on
the floor. The product does not support any of the load.

Xl.2.1 Step 1. Define Shipping Unit—Shipping unit to be
tested is a typical pallet load.

X 1 .2.2 Step 2, Establish Assurance level-Assurance Level
II will be used, based on value and volume of shipment.

Xl.2.3 Step 3, Determine Acceptance Criteria at Assurance
Level ll:

Criterion I—No product damage.
Criterion 2—All packages in saleable condition.

X l .2.4 Step 4, Select Test Schedules-DC—6 will be used for
this palletized. truckload shipment.

Xl.2.5 Step 5, Write Test Plan:
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Sequence ‘ Test Schedule Test Methods Level
. . 1 A Hendllng— 06055 Method A Pick up. transport around teat

‘ ' Mechanical . _ course. set down. 5 cycles.
. _ .‘. . . 0880 Procedure B Horizontal impact all tour

_ _ ' ‘ eldes,4.01t/s(1.22m/s)
‘_ Q ' 08179 Method c Rotational drop. one impact

. ' _ on two opposite base
‘ ‘ " _, ' ' edges from 0 in. (0.152 m).

2 “ 1:) Stacked 04720 ‘Ttuck' PSD profile. 0.52 g
“ ’ ‘ ’ Vibration ‘ ' ms. duration 180 min. with

. load stacked on top.‘
3 A Handling— 06055 Method A Pick up. transport around test

“ *‘ Mechenical_ . . course. set down. 5 cycles.
‘: . 0880 Procedure 13 Horizontal impact all four

sides. 4.0 ills (1.212 tn/e)
08179 Method 0 Rotational drop. one Impact

“ " on two opposite base
" ‘ " ' edges item a in. (0.152 m).

Compression of palletload to
2880 Ibl (12 800 N) on
F=4.5.

B Warehouse 0642
Stacklng '

‘ Alternative vibration test configurations. 1: test 2 lull pallet loads high. or use a
dead weight load to simulate the upper pallet load. 2: test a single lndlvlduet
container with 480 to dead weight load to simulate the load stacked on top at
bottom container.

X126 Step 6, Select Samples for Test4elect representa-
tive samples.

X127 Step 7, Condition Samples—Condition to 23 t 1°C.
50 i 2% relative humidity. in accordance with Practice
D4332.
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.. X l .2.8 Step 8. Perform Tests—Perform tests in’accordance

with the tcst plan in Step 5, as directed in the referenced ASTM
standards and in the special instructions for each test schedule.

X l .2.9‘ Step 9. Evaluate Results—~Examine products and
packages to determine if the acceptance criteria have been met.

X1.2. 10 Step 10, Document Test Results—Write a report to
cover all steps in detail, in accordance with Section 18

Xl.3 Example B—Product to be tested is identical to the
product from Example A, except that it will be shipped
individually through an LTL distribution system. and there is
no storage of more than one' container high. Additional
information is that the package has unsupported interior spans
exceeding 12 in (0.3 in) on all four sides, and has no pallet or
skid. '
I Ki.3. 1 Step 1, Define Shipping Una-Shipping unit to be
tested'is 'a single package. . . 7

X1.3.2 Step 2 Establish Assurance Level—Assurance Level
II will be used, based on value and volume of shipment .

X13.3 Step 3, Determine Acceptance Criteria at Assurance
Level II:

Criterion I—No product damage.
Criterion Z—All packages'in saleable condition.
X l ..3 4 Step 4, Select Test Schedules—DC-3 will be used for

this single package shipment via LTL motor freight.
Xl.3.5 Step 5, Write Test Plan:

'...,.,‘

Sequence Test Schedule Test Method Level "
1 A Hendiing— 05276 One drop on top. two drops

Manual on adjacent bottom edges,
two drops on diagonally op-
posite bottom comers. one
drop on bottom, drop height

" , "' ' ‘ ‘ 7ln..(178mm)
2 D Stacked _ ' ' D4723 Tmck PSD profile, 0.52 y me,

' ‘ Vibration " ' so min on each or two adia-
' cent sides and bottom with

concentrated dead load on
' top. load weighing amount

' ' , " ’ ‘ as calculated per D4169.
' "_' " 12.2
3 ' F Loose Load '.D999 , 20 min on bottom. 10 min on

Vibration ' ' Method A1 orA2 each oi two adjacent sides.
4 A Handling— , 05276 One drop on vertical edge.

' Manuel ’ ’ two drops on adjacent side
laces. one drop on top

' corner. one drop on adja-
cent top edge. drop height 7
in. (178 mm). One drop on
bottom. drop height 14 In.
(355 mm). '
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Xi .3 6 Step 6, Select Samples for Test—Select represents-
" -="1.tive samples. ; - ‘~ '

XI.3.7 Step 7, Condition Samples—Condition to 231' 1°C
50 :L’ 2% relative humidity, in accordance with Practice
D4332. :1. L

~Xl.3.8 Step 8, Perform Tests1Perforin tests in accordance
with the test plan 1n Step 5, as directed in the referenced ASTM
standards and 111 the SEW“,mstructtons for each test schedule.

... . ..- , Il i.;;4 I... , -l’ n- » .r ..1 3'. ..'.

xi.3.9 Step 9, Evaluate Results—Examine products and
packages to determine if the acceptance criteria have been met.

~ '. I I

_ Xl.3.10 Step 10, Document Test Results—Write a report to
cover all steps in detail, in accordance with Section i8._
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x2. USING THE no.2 ms'rmaurtou CYCLE .-

X2.l The DC-2 distribution cycle is used when an antici.
pated distribution is well understood and other cycles, DC-3
through DC-18, are not sufficiently descriptive. The under-
standing of distribution may be developed in several ways,
including: measurement of the environment with appropriate
instrumentation; careful observation of the various hazard
elements in distribution; reference to published authoritative
information; product damage reports; or a combination thereof.

-: 1111,.:.111:.1l‘1( ‘ .1:

X2.2 The user of DC-2 is allowed complete flexibility'1n
developing a test plan that accurately reflects the anticipated
distribution. This includes the ability to vary Assurance Levels
between test schedules for each hazard element, as presently
stated in 8.2 for application to any Distribution Cycle. The
ability to modify test levels or. other details within a test
schedule is also permitted 1n DC~2 when experience has shown
it more accurately correlates with actual'expertenee.

f-'--1u:. i ’11 I;" ,. 1.

X2.2. l The following hypothetical examples illustrate'1n-
stances where such flexibility is useful.- 1

X2.2. l. 1' Example I—For truckload shipments of palletized
loads stacked tw0-high on trailers from a manufacturer to. a
customer, a thorough study of handling at both ends cf the
shipping cycle (manufacturer, and customer) has shown the
following: no significant impacts against the sides of the loads,
only against the ends; seldom any more than one rotational
drop of the load on a base edge; small ”amount of lift truck
handling by the manufacturer but a moderate amount by the
customer; and no warehousing/stacking of loads __1n storage hy'
either manufacturer or customer. . 1 1... ,,1 ,

(1) The user of DC—2 develops a test plan that includes a
modified Schedule A Mechanical Handling at the beginning
and at the end of the distributiohIeycle but does not include a
compression test. as follows: ‘ ' ' ‘ " “ 'i' -

4...}: ."‘l.

" u' / 'g1‘1'.‘."'

Bat 79 Rotational drop,
Method 0 impact on other

.; and base edge
'-— ~ . ' from a in.

(2) Comparing this test plan to X1 2 Example A where DC-6
was used,‘ the number of tests and intenSities are somewhat
less."
. X2.2. l.2 Example 2—Following reports of an unacceptable
amount of corner damage in shipments of a consumer product
direct from the manufacturer to the consumer via small parcel
carriers, a thorough study of handling and transport has been
made. Subsequent comer drop tests revealed that a drop of 42
in. high 1s needed to produce the type of damage reported and
instrumented shipments have verified some . drops , at that
height; The packaged - product weighs 43 lb, and outside
dimensions of the container are 24 in. length by 10 in. width by
42 1n. depth (end-opening 32 ECT grade box). The container
and interior corrugated packaging pieces provide‘ all of the
support in compression, and the container is marked with,“
This Way Up" arrows in normal depth direction. There 1s no
reported damage to the corrugated containers due to excessive
compressive loads. and instrumented shipments verify that the
container is almost always in a normal depth orientation (42 in.
dimension upright) during transportation. ‘The user of DC-Z
develops a test plan that simulates the anticipated distribution,
as follows: '_.' ' "

sequence I Schedule
.1 '.J .2. 11:11 vi. ‘1 i

: Details of Test and

Sequenfl Schedule _ , “Test Method. _ Details cl Test and
:v .' . :1!" i .51 .. filing.“ .. ;. i.‘ -_'. . . _;t‘- . Lave";

1 modified 06055 Pick up. transport
A-handiing Method A around test course.
by the 2;! .1 1m. r1~-\'=1t.‘~.~'- use 2» > f set down 311m: 4'-
manutaotureru ». :z - . » -' ‘.
1.3": t, 1‘ '- » 0880 .111" 1111'tncllnc lrnpaeton-n

’ '. Procedure B ,~ each end eithe-
. palletizod load an .

. his
£ 06179 ,. .. Rotationaidrop. _ ._ _. _
.f“ ._ Methodc .lmipact one end .. . ,._ -

t ', n .. base edge from B... ,1“.-
1 ’:.ln‘ -‘_.._.1‘-:.‘--.

2 D-transpott 04728 Truck PSD ptotlie."
stacked Method A 0.52 9 ans. dura-
vibration » tion 3 h. two leads

high

3 modified 0605 Pick up, transport
A-handiing Method A around test course.
by cus- set down 5 times
1011191

11580 Iodine impact on
Procedure B each end of tho

penalized load at 4
We

. Test in ‘
1.. \--_ ._,:. ' ., _ g Method ; Levels s-- '

' 1 ' " modified 115271;" ‘ Drop test ltom 21
A—handllng ‘ . in. high In six orien-

' byshippor' -' '-' 1' ‘ “- lotions oede-
and earrler '1': ’ scribed In table of

"-.-§\--...'... “:.11"1‘-l]-. ' - ' 11t0.2.3FltslSo-
1:11' It .1. . .._ quence of Distribu-

tion Cycles ‘

‘ ‘ ' ~. c-staektng . 0642- "1 Compression test
‘ - . In truck ' ‘ 2'- . '- ‘ .- - n to 642 lb (M=10.0

- ‘- ' '-'- -- “ . lb/lt’.H=108ln..
F310

i' ",3 . . .F-looee .. ' .. osssAzj“ .40 min on bottom
. " lutoadvibran _. ., ‘ _.. p

.. ."t|°f‘.1'.'.'1-.-. .11" :1 -. . ‘1 11‘: ‘- 1‘ 1...

' 4' " ‘ E-truek" ” D4728 ' '1“ “180 min on bottom.
vibration ‘ ' . 0.52 9 ms

- 05276 Drop test item 21
'"' ' ‘ ‘ _ ‘- in high in liveori~

..: ' ‘ ‘ ‘ -' emotions as do.
‘ ’ ‘ scribed in table of

10.2.3 Second Se-
quence cl Distribu-
tion Cycles. Drop
once item 42 in.
high on the most
damage-prone
comer.

(1) Comparing to X1.3 Example B where DC-3 was used,
this test plan’s Assurance Levels vary between test schedules in
the sequence, drop test heights are higher than any listed in the
table of 10.2.3 for the shipping weight involved, compression
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strength is checked for full trailer height of 108 in. (rather than
54 in. height). and vibration tests are conducted in only one "
orientation rather than three.
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